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ABSTRACT
The document contains a short biography of German composer
Bemhard Krol, and discusses portions of three of his works
that feature the horn. The works Chat are examined include
Laudatio for solo horn, the "Miserere" movement from Krol's
Missa Muta op.55 for horn and organ, and "Toccata" from
Horati de vino Carmina op.30, which, is scored for soprano (or
tenor), horn, and piano.

This document includes a performer's analysis of each
portion, and examines the origins and compositional history
of the motivic and melodic materials from which Krol draws
his inspiration for these works. The author also describes
some possible benefits from expanding a performer's analysis
beyond the traditional parameters such as rhythm, harmony,
melody, to include an examination, of the historical lineage
of the known source materials used by a composer.
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INTRODUCTION
In spite of the fact that there seem to be new and
astonishing developments in technology almost daily that
enable us to search for and discover information, I continue
to be impressed, however, by the fact that there are so many
objects, ideas, and people that are overlooked. Perhaps the
2rush

for "the new" is actually the reason. The music of

German composer Bemhard Krol is an example. His works appear
to have been, with few exceptions, unknown by the majority of
brass players in the United, States. I searched through the
holdings of many libraries for Krol works, looking for
recital programs which include his works, and interviewed
professional performers. I discovered that, across the United
States at least, very little of his brass music is publicly
performed or recorded. I have foiind his music to be of the
highest quality, technically well crafted, and in my view,
musically interesting. These discoveries, together with the
fact that his music is not well known, are the prime
motivations for

choice of topic.

The manner by which I came to the horn music of Bemhard Krol
was a bit serendipitous. Most, horn players are aware of the
work for ;inaccompanied horn by Krol, La.nda.txo, (piiblished by
Simrock 1966). It is a work that is not overly taxing
technically, making it accessible for the advanced younger or
serious amateur player. It does possess, however, a depth of
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interpretive possibilities that make Laudatlo

challenging

for even a seasoned professional, having been written for and
premiered by noted German homist Hermann Baumann. Beyond
this work, however, there are few if any of Krol's works that
would come to mind to most American homists were they asked
of the work of Bemhard Krol.

I discovered Krol's Horati de Vino Carmina, op.30, a trio for
soprano, horn, and piano (published by Simrock 1951), quite
b y a c c i d e n t . A f t e r l o o k i n g o v e r t h e s c o r e a n d h o r n p a r t , 1
decided to do some research on the piece, and in my
sxibsequent attempt to locate a recording, I was surprised to
discover that no commercial recording of Horati was
available. I eventually managed to locate a 1969 recording of
a doctoral recital, with tenor instead of soprano. I felt
that the piece was wonderful and soon became ciirious enough
about Bemhard Krol and his compositions to begin a search
for more of his music that utilizes horn. I found little of
Krol's music to be available in the libraries of prominent
universities and conservatories in the United States, with
the exception of Harvard University. I contacted several
major music services and was told Krol's music was either out
of print or would take considerable time to obtain. After
more research, including contact with some prominent European
homists and Krol himself, it became clear that Krol is a
popular composer in Exirope, and that his music is readily
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available there, and is published by major p\±)lishing houses
such as Simrock, Bote and Bock, Barenreiter, and others.

In this document, I will present two views of analysis of the
works tinder consideration: the more "traditional" performer's
analysis, and also an investigation of the historical lineage
or "pedigree" of the music. Some

musical compositions have

an obvious historical connection to the past in regards to
how the composer has been influenced or the composer's
inspiration. If upon analysis, some allusion to past music or
perhaps the use of a pre-existing time or text is discovered,
then it seems important, and at the very least, interesting,
to investigate the backgroiind of the influence or of the
borrowed material. I believe that having the knowledge of not
only the composer's use of the material, but of it's history,
will lead to a more insightful and meaningful performance.

The topics for the discussion of Krol's works will include
the motivation for the composition, the general style
characteristics, and the writing for the horn in regards to
melody, motivic/rhythmic development, and harmony where
applicable. I also will offer some performance
considerations.

The works that will be examined are three chamber music and
solo works of Bemhard Krol that featxire or include the horn.
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Of these three pieces, I will compare the two instrvimental
works that are clearly influenced by existing liturgical
music (such as chant tunes), and contrast them with a secular
work that utilizes a vocal line and text. The works selected
are Laudatio, for horn alone, Missa Muta, (movement I.
"Miserere") for horn and organ, and Horati de Vino Cazmina,
(movement I."Toccata") for horn, soprano, and piano. I chose
these particular works after examining ten of Krol's works
that include or feature the horn. The two exclusively
instrumental works are liturgically influenced, one a solo
work and one a duo. The other work is not liturgically
influenced, (or is "heathen" to quote Krol) (Krol

letter),

and is the only one of the three with text. According to my
research, the only one of the three works that is included on
a commercially available recording is the Missa Muta. I feel
that these three works give a diversity of genre and make a
varied enough combination for a representative view of Krol's
horn writing. I have enjoyed studying and rehearsing all of
these pieces, along with several other Krol works, and in rr^
opinion they are quite challenging to perfoinn and enjoyable
to listen to.

It is not only rt^ goal, but my sincere hope that this paper
will inspire performers of these works and of any music with
an obvious historical backgroxind or influence (and even some
not so obvious I), to spend some time researching and
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analyzing not only the mechanics of the music, but the
historical lineage of it as well. It is equally important to
me that with this document, I will

in some way help f\irther

a deeper and wider interest in the music of Bemhard Krol.
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BERNHARD KROL

German homist and composer Bemhard Krol was bom in 1920 in
Berlin to a supportive but impoverished family. As a child he
studied piano and violin, having family members for teachers.
As a teenager, he was a church organist and choir director.
An event in the year 1937 was a major tximing point in his
life: Germany began a military draft. Krol's father said to
him, "Boy, pay attention. It looks like war"

Young Bemhard

decided that he would be better off in a military band than
the infantry which turned out to be quite a prophetic
decision. He had one problem, however: he didn't play a wind
instrument 1 His mother fovind an old hom at a sidewalk sale
one day and brought it home for him. He went to Bote and Bock
in Leipzig and bought a method book in order to teach
himself. He joined a local amateur orchestra society and
eventually a military band. Toward the close of the war he
began hom study with Josef Koller, principal hom of the
Berlin State Opera, and later with Gottfried Freiberg in
Vienna. By the end of the war, in 1945, he succeeded Koller
as first hom in the Berlin State Opera. Krol was a member of
the Linden Opera and the Berlin State Opera from 1945-1961,
and played regularly with the Beyreuth. Festival Orchestra

in 1963 he was hired as homist for the Stuttgart Radio
Symphony Orchestra, a position he held from 1963-1979. In
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1979, he retired from the Stuttgart Radio Symphony Orchestra
and devoted himself full-time to composition,

Krol first began composing when he was in his early 20's.
After WW II, as previously banished foreign and Jewish
composers began to return to Germany, Krol sought them out
for lessons. He met Josef Rufer, a former student and
assistant to Arnold Schoenberg. He had Krol study the 12 tone
system and other piirely atonal techniques and currents in the
practice of composition of the day, but Rufer insisted that
he also study and analyze the music of the German master,
Johannes Brahms. This inspired Krol to landertake intense
study of many of the great composers from Monteverdi to
Richard Strauss, Hindemith and Bartdk.

From this study, Krol eventually chose not to adopt serial
compositional techniques or to choose to write atonal music.
ECrol writes, "...my music (is) essentially based on tonality.
I do not ignore tonal relations since to me atonal music
seems to completely lose intensity and excitement" (Krol
letter).

Krol has written for many genres and has a catalog of well
over 100 works published by such prestigious houses as Bote &
Bock, B^enreiter, Anton J. Benjamin, Simrock, and others.
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Krol's writing style has been compared to Reger and
Hindemith. Krol, as are many composers of the Twentieth
Century, is influenced by the compositional techniques and
forms of past eras. For instance, in his Horati de vino
Carmina, he has movements entitled "Toccata", "Ciacona", and
"Ragtime". Here, he combines these forms from the recent and
distant past, utilizing their characteristic rhythms and
rhythmic patterns, with his own melodic material and harmonic
ideas. He has been often influenced by and takes inspiration
from his strong religious beliefs and his church music
backgroxind. He frequently utilizes chant melodies, hymn
tunes, the church modes, and early contrapuntal writing
techniques and forms. Although generally clearly tonal in
approach, he does not often write in a "common practice"
harmonic style. Instead, he seems to prefer writing in tonal
areas, or fields. For example, he may not establish a
particular key with a tonic-dominant relationship or leadingtone harmony, but may frequently rettim to a particular
sonority or a third related area, then move again to another
field. Or he may chose to utilizing a mode we might recognize
as Dorian, and simply move chromatically, return to Dorian,
move again. He may continue this process for a section or
perhaps a whole movement- Although his vertical sonorities
are often triadically constructed, one may often find
sonorities based on fourths and fifths. We may also discover
Krol's use of several triadic or quartal vertical sonorities
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occurring simultaneously with multiple roots or added tones,
not always resolving as one might expect. He often creates
harmonic and melodic interest by an extensive use of
chromaticism, particularly in the melodic voice(s).

Rarely does Krol work in anything resembling "sonata form" as
that would require establishment of regular key relations.
Rather, Krol is as likely to use a Baroque chaconne form in
one movement, and a "ragtime" in another, as he is to write a
piece that is through-composed. In much of the music that
will be examined and discussed in this paper, Krol utilizes a
title such as a "toccata", with its implication of a free,
virtuosic keyboard work, and using imitation and text,
creates a chromatic yet tonal interpretation of that 16th
century genre.

As mentioned earlier, another manner by which Krol may
develop his melodic material by his choice of mode, or by
periods extensive chromatic writing. One may discover, for
example, a section in a work that uses all 12 chromatic
pitches in a relatively short space of melodic material in
one voice. However, it may sound

tonal" because of the

relatively strict use of a particular mode in another voice,
or because the melodic voice may retxim to a particular key
note or field. An even more subtle way Krol creates tonal
relationships in his music is by ending each section on the
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same specific pitch, or one a fourth or fifth away, creating
the suggestion of a tonal relation to that pitch, while the
majority of the melodic material in that section may remain
intensely chromatic.

Krol often uses these techniques to accomplish his goal of
connecting the past with the present in his writing. Krol
writes, "[in my music]... earlier and new ideas of music were
to be blended together

[to] establish in some way a

proof to the timelessness... of the musical form. " The goal
... is a bridge between the years...."

He also believes that drama is a great part of the
compositional process. Krol writes..."No music can survive
without some dramatic content - neither hymn nor symphony nor
organ music. Drama means "action". And music without "action"
- would this really be a desirable sort of music?" So Krol
uses older forms, modes, and. tunes, and adds his own elements
of chromaticism and rhythm to create his "drama"

It is Krol's belief that composers should write music that
will be performed.. Krol writes, "It won't do to write
unusable pieces... Don't hold it against a composer if he
publicizes his works; getting them published, and selling them
is part of the game I" For instance, in. Exirope, Krol continues
to accomplish his goal of having his music piiblished and
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performed. His works appear regularly on, various concert and
recital programs, particularly in Gerroany. In the United
States, the same may not be claimed, as it is likely one will
find a Krol work only rarely performed in pxiblic concert. One
pleasant exception was the June, 1997 IHS convention held at
the Eastman School of Music. The program on 9 June, 1997
included an infoirmal lecture/recital of several of Krol's
works featuring the horn, two of which were enjoying their
first US performance. Dr. Krol also wrote a horn trio for the
Gala Final Concert.

Premiers of Krol's works that featxire or utilize the horn
read as a "Who's Who" of prominent horn players from around
the world. What is interesting is the strikingly few American
players that would appear on such a list.
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LAUDATIO
Composed in 1965, Laudatlo, for unaccompanied solo horn, was
written for the homist Hermann Baumann and received its
first documented public performance in 1970 in Berlin (Krol
Catalog 139). "The Laudatio is a meditative piece of music
where in the middle a reference to the Gregorian Te Deum
laudamus is made... Baxamann asked for this short piece to do
a radio recording", writes Krol (Krol letter). Not least due
to its brevity, Laudatlo has found a wide popularity and
circulation. At about 4 minutes in duration, it is likely
Krol's most well-known work among American homist.

Works for unaccompanied hom of varying quality began to
appear in earnest in the latter part of the 20th century, and
today there exists a large repertoire of pieces which are
commonly performed on hom recital programs. Several examples
among many are Sea Eagle, by Peter Maxwell Davies; Fantasy,
by Malcolm Arnold; Parable, by Vincent Persichetti; and Four
Improvisations, by Vitaly Bujanovsky.

Music written for solo horn offers unique challenges to the
homist- The performer has no accompaniment to rely upon,
either to provide rest for the embouchure or to provide some
harmonic foundation for the music. The performer has to make
the music live by him/herself. Special care must be taken to
ensxire that the work is analyzed in order to inteirpret and
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phrase the work successfully, particularly in regards to the
pacing of the work, and to allow effective transitions
between sections. Effective performance of dynamics,
individual melodic lines, and the contrasting styles of
articulation will benefit from such analysis. This can be an
invaluable aid for the performer in producing a smooth
musical flow through the work, and in giving the performer a
framework or strategy in developing the proper musical style
choices. A thoughtful analysis could include the traditional
parameters such as an investigation of melody and motivic
development, tonality, ha23iony if appropriate, rhythm, tempo,
and dynamics.

However, I think it is equally helpful, and to me certainly
more interesting, to investigate, or "analyze" if you will,
the historical influences and background of the work. For
example, in the present work, the title Laudatio and its
inclusion of a the Te Deum laudamus implies a long historical
past and begs investigation. Although there is no written
text in this work, in

opinion the Te Deum laudamus

reference necessitates that the text be considered by the
performer. Therefore, a study of the history of the melody
and text, and an overview of its use in other musical
compositions is a valuable type of analysis, and I believe
that this study is necessary to help to ensxire the valid.
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successful performance of any piece of music that has such an
obvious historical reference.

In Krol's work, the title Laudatio is suggestive of a lauda,
a hymn of joy, praise, and devotion. In the Christian Church,
the Te Deum is traditionally a song of praise and rejoicing.
The text of "Te Deum laudamus" ("We praise you, 0 God"), may
first have appeared as early as the 4th Century (Sadie vol.
18). In the Catholic Church, the Te Deum is a chant in praise
of God sung at the end of Matins on Sundays (except during
Lent), and on various feast days. According to Groves (page
641) it has also been used as a processional chant, as a
conclusion for litxirgical dramas, as a song of thanksgiving
on certain occasions such as the consecration of a bishop,
and as a hymn of victory on the battlefield. The Te Deum
chant tune is one of the most quoted, referenced, and
utilized by composers and. authors. Many people, upon hearing
this tune, may find it familiar, although they may not know
why. For instance, in one of the most dramatic scenes in the
Puccini opera Tosca, there is a setting of the Te Deum sung
by the chorus with, orchestral accompaniment as the first act
closes.

Legend has it that the Te Deum text was composed, by St.
Ambrose and. St. Augustine as an improvised, prayer as St.
Ambrose baptized St. Augustine. Because of this association.
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the Te Deum is also commonly referred to as the Ambrosian
Hymn. Recently, it has been credited by some scholars to St.
Nicetas, Bishop of Remesiana in Dacia (modem day Romania and
the Serb Republic), in the 4th Century. Nicetas was noted for
his successful missionary activities, especially among the
Bessi, a race of Gypsies. St. Paulinus, a colleague of
Nicetas, commemorated this work in a poem. Nicetas wrote
several dissertations on faith, the Trinity, and on
liturgical singing. Little is known about the details of his
life, nor his birth and death dates. The Catholic Church
honors St. Nicetas with a feast day, June 22 (Catholic web
site).

The text of the Te Deum, which consists of 29 verses of
prose, dates to the 4th century. Verses 1 -10 praise God the
Father, with verses 5 and 6 quoting the Sanctus of the Mass.
Verses 11-13 are a doxology, and were likely added later
(Groves 642). Verses 14 -23 begin a second section, with the
text "Tu Rex gloriae, Christe" (0 Christ, Thou are the King
of Glory"), and verses 15 and 18 may have been later
additions. Verses 22-23 are taken from Psalm 28.9. The last
four verses, 24-29, are a prayer taken from Psalm 145.2,
which is a Song of Praise, from David (Groves 642). The
text:
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Original Text
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To dace, chere has been no discovery in any manuscript of Che
Te Deum melody prior Co Che 12Ch. century. The north Italian
Carthusian graduale of the 12th century shows a melody for
the Te Devm similar to how it is sung today. According Co
Groves (page 642), there is only one chant associated with
Che Te Deum. Of Che major manuscripts such as the Liber
usualis and the Aatiphonale monastzxcum, there seems to be
agreement on the basic outline of Che tune at least t:hrough
verse 20 (Groves 642). Below is a fragment of the opening
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portion of the melody, with the text "We praise you 0 God",
("Te Deum laudamus") (Ex. 1).

Ex. 1 A fragment of Te Deum chant melody, opening portion, from
Groves

It is this portion of the Te Deum laudamus that Krol uses as
the basis for his work LaudaCio. Here (Ex.2) is the section
of Laudacio where Krol qpaotes the Te Deum-.

Cli l}eujn lavdamus)
(gedampfi't
•

lento

piii andante

fozfen)

Ex. 2 Krol Laudacio section (5 j)

According to Groves (page 643), the earliest known musical
setting of a portion of the Te Deum is in the Muslca
enchlriadas (c.900), a kind of early music theory anthology
and tutorial. In this pxiblication, verse 15, "You are the
everlasting Son of the Father" ("tu Patris sempitemus es

Filius") is used to illustrate various types of parallel
organum:

Tu pa- tris sem- pi- ter- nus es fi- li- us.

Ex. 3 Music Handbook (Musica Enchiriadas) page 29

Although there are numerous references from the 10th and 11th
centuries suggesting that performances of the Te Deum
involved some sort of polyphony, this polyphony was likely
improvised. According to Groves (page 643), no known musical
settings of the Te Deum from before the 14th century, other
than the instructive example of verse 15 (Ex.3), have
survived.

There cire a few settings from the 15th century by Gilles
Binchois (1405-1460), John Tavemer (1495-1545), and other
lesser known composers. There is also a Te Deumr by Giovanni
Palestrina (c.1525-1594)

During the Baroque era in the 17th century, a new tradition
of festive settings was fo\inded with the large-scale works of
Orazio Benevoli (1605-1672) and Jean Baptiste Lully (16321687). This tradition was carried on by later composers such
as K. H. Graun (1704-1759), Michael Haydn (1737-1806), who
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wrote six settings, and Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809) who
wrote two.

Franz Joseph Haydn's second setting, known as Te Deum for the
Empress Therese (1800), was the first of many remarkable,
large-scale works based on the Te Deum written in the 19th
and 20th centuries. Below are the first few bars, with the
text "Te Deiim Laudamus":

mus:

mus

Ex. 4 F. J. Haydn, opening co Te Deum for che Empress Tberese (1800)

Some works following Haydn's model were of Berlioz (for the
Paris Exhibition, 1853), Anton Bruckner (Vienna, 1855),
Antonin Dvorak. (1896), Giuseppi Verdi (Paris, 1898), and
Zolton Kodaly (1936).
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The Reformation had many ripple effects on the composition of
sacred music, and treatment of the Te Deum was no exception.
Martin Luther himself wrote a setting with the German text
Herr GoCC dich loben wir. This opened the door to composers
Michael Praetorius (1571-1621), who wrote six versions, the
organ settings of Samuel Scheldt (1587-1554) in his
Tabulaturbuch, (1650), Dietrich Bvixtehude (c.1637-1707), J.S.
Bach (1685-1750), and a four-part chorale version by J.S.
Bach first published in a book of chorales, 271 Four-Pare
Chorales, first edition 1784-1787, compiled by C.P.E. Bach
(1714-1788).
Heilig ist Gott

(2 ni.il)

/T\

Heilig

ir

Ex. 5 Te Deiam ctine sec. by J.S. Bach, from 371 Four-pare Chorales, C.P.E.
Bach, ed-

Thomas Cranmer (1489-1556), (Archbishop of Canterbury, put to
death by the Catholic Mary Tudor, Queen Mary I for his
refusal to abide by the Catholic doctrine), was the author of
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the first Book of Common Prayer, modem versions of which are
the prayer and service book for the Anglican and Episcopal
Churches. In Cranmer's original Book of Common Prayer, there
are several settings of the Te Deum in English written by
English composer and musician John Merbecke (c.1510-c,1585)
on a modified version of the tune. These settings were a
precursor to the many Festival settings in English of the Te
Deum beginning with Purcell's setting for St. Cecilia's Day
(1694), G.F. Handel (Utrecht, 1713 and Dettingen, 1743), and
others, including one set fay composer Sir William Walton.
Walton's setting was written in 1953 for the coronation of
Queen Elizabeth II. This tradition of writing festival Te
Deum settings continues to this day. For example, the wellknown choral composer John Rutter wrote a setting for the
(English) Guild of Musicians on the occasion of their
Centenary Service in the Canterbury Cathedral in 1988. In
this work, Rutter uses the Eiiglish version from the 1662 Book
of Coiimon Prayer which begins '"We praise thee, 0 God":
J Sopnmo

^

.\lto

T

>•

pruse

Ttfoor

J) •

\ Bass

Ex. 6 Opening of Te

Dexm. by

John Ruccer

^

ihee.«
*
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Rutter considers his setting to be "...straightforward,
accessible... [and] clearly belongs to the Anglican tradition
of "functional" Te Deums rather than [in] the symphonic
tradition ...of those of Handel or Haydn" (Rutter

Te Deum).

As I have attempted to demonstrate, the history of the Te
Deum laudamus, its text and melody, has an incredibly long
and glorious past. The melody of the Te Deum has been used
extensively and in many forms by coiontless composers. When a
composer chooses to base a composition on a tune such as
this, with such an extensive history, the recollection of the
tune involves much more than the simple utilization of
existing melodic material. The memories of countless
individuals, congregations. Popes, and armies who have
invoked this txme and text are recalled each and every time
it is written or heard.

Krol's Laudatio is in a roughly A-B-C form. Sections "A" and
"B" end with a restatement of the opening motives, giving a
sense of rest and closure to these sections. Section "C"
fxinctions as a sort of coda to the work, almost as a
melancholy reminiscence of the emotional images that may be
evoked by the work, and cadences on 'F minor'. For the
purpose of this analysis, I have divided the piece into six
sections which are marked (1 - ff) . I have divided the six
sections into 12 smaller sections primarily for discussion of
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Che motivic itia-teciaX. This division is useful foir other
considerations as well, particularly for the planning of a
strategy. I have based rtiy choice of division on
Krol s extensive use of fermatas and double bars, and of
frequent tempo and style markings. The smaller sectional
are marked (a.- 1), and are all separated from one
another by double bars, except (c) and (d) which have a
^srline that acts as a measure separation, after the
fermata (See Ex.7).
iranqaiVo e semplfce

maestoso

J"

Ex. 7 Krol Laudaclo section (c-d)

"A" comprises (a-g-) , "B" contains (li-k), and "C" is (1) (see
chart below).

Bemhard Kroi's Laudado for unaccompanied hom is a
meditative piece that is primarily unmetered, therefore
predominantly free in. style. This having been said, Krol
nonetheless has been quite specific in regards to tempo.
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style, and dynamics within this free context. All but
sections (b) and (g) are given tempo and style indications,
such as comodo and Grave, and all but one term, {maestoso,
being designated twice), are different. The sections are
designated with the following style terms and dynamics:

Section 1. a: Maescoso

^

P

b: no marking
c: cranculllo e sempllca p
d; maescoso

Section 2.e: comodo (accelerando-rallsncaizdo)

:I1

Section 3.f; grave jlg: no marking

B

f

Section 4. h: vivace
i: meno mosso (allargando)
P
m-f
Section 5. j: lento (Te Deum laudamus), (gedampft), then
piu andante (ofSen) p rn f
k: allegro, ending with moderate

p
Section 6.1: adagio solenne (last, note morendo)
mf

^

This detailed notation of style and tempo markings by the
composer is typical of composers in the latter half of the
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20th centiiry. Although the markings are often quite specific,
there is still room for a performer's interpretation, and the
occasional need for problem solving. For example, in (5 j)
(see EX. 2), the homist is asked to play the passage muted,
and then to remove the mute, all during a very soft, somber,
and exposed passage. The likelihood of extraneous noise
caused by the mute's removal may suggest another strategy by
the perfoaaner in order to stay true to the composer's
intention. One possibility would be to play the passage
softly stopped where gedampft is indicated, then open at the
offen section.

Melodically and motivically, Lauda.tio is organized around
Krol's reference to the Te Deum La.udamus, which occurs
approximately midway through the work, in section (5 j). As
shown in examples 1 and 2, although this is not an exact
quote, the general melodic shape and a distinctly minor
quality are derived from the original chant tune. For
example, in this section, 'F minor' (aeolian mode) is
outlined (see Ex. 2).

From the Te. Deum laudainus quote in (5 j) (see Ex. 2), are
several motivic ideas that are used extensively throughout
the piece. The opening descending m2 figure will be given the
designation "motive 1". (see Ex 8a) Motive 1 is derived from
(5 j) (see Ex. 8b).

Ex. 8a Krol Laudacio opening figure "motive 1" (1 a)

lenta (Tk Deum lavdamus)

(gedampff)

Ex.

ab

1

Krol Laudacio opening figure "mocive 1" portion of (5 j)

The next part of (la), which will be designated, "motive 2"
is an ascending figure, and functions in the opening as an
answer to motive 1 (see Ex. 9a). Motive 2 is also derived
from the Te Deum section, although not quite as literally
(see Ex. 9b).

Ex. 9a Krol Laudaclo opening figure 'mocive 2'(1 a)
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l e n t o (IkDeamlavdamus)

(gedSmpft)

N

c

^

piu andonte

I

(offm)

Ex, 9b Krol Laudaczo opening figure 'mocive 2'; portion of (5 j)

Considering ( 5 j ) as Che source of mocive 2 , ic is possible
chac Krol may have acCually been delaying his use of Che
picch class 'G'. By delaying Che "G", Krol helps co poinc Che
way Co 'F' as a key noCe, yec creaces a feeling of modal
ambiguicy, a craic of Krol's wricing chaC may be seen in che
oCher works under consideraCion in Chis documenc. Regardless
of Che delay of Che arrival Co 'G', I feel ChaC iC is scill
accxiraCe Co stace ChaC moCive 2 is derived from ( 5 j ) .

These Cwo mocives accoxmC for Che majoricy of rhychmic and
moCivic/melodic macerial in La.uda.tiio. He uses Chese mocives
in various forms and combinacions. They may be inverced, in
recrograde, perhaps using Che moCive as a rhychm figure wich
Che picches alCered, or Che pitches may appear, licerally or
Cransposed, wiCh a different rhyChm.
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In section (1 b), we see these figures:

f

Ex. 10 Krol Laudacio, seccion (1 b)

As noted earlier, most of Laudatio is unmetered. However,
Krol uses various devices to help guide the performer in the
pacing of the work. One of the devices Krol uses is in
writing in a rest, followed hy notes grouped in a way that
might suggest an off-the-beat feeling. For example, in (1 b)
(see Ex. 10), the performer may place a slight emphasis on
the upper note, in this case, the 'E flat'. The descending
movement from 'E flat' to "D" is suggestive of the opening
figxire, motive 1.

In section (1 c) (see Ex.11), we may detect several figiires
derived from motive 2. The first figxire has the two sixteenth
notes tied over to a quarter, giving a pickup note feel,
almost a grace note effect- The next figure has the original
figure inverted.

f
Sx. 11 Krol Lauda.t.io, section. (1 c-d)

Here, the emphasis is squarely on a strong beat, with the
movement for the second note of the section, the accented 'D
flat' to 'C'. Although the notes are not grouped as in the
original, the pitches are the same. A little further along in
(d),

we again see an example of Krol utilizing an off-the-

beat feeling, this time by using a tie from the 'B flat'
<?iiarter note to the first of a group of sixteenth notes. Here
we see the movement from 'D flat' to 'C', the original
opening pitches. The final figure of this section is the
opening figure motive 1 transposed up a perfect 4th.

In section (2 a) , comodo, we see what at first glance may
appear to be new material unrelated, to the opening.
comodo

Ex. 12 Krol

accelerando

LaudciCxo,

section (a)

ra/7etrt.
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But upon examination, the first figure, a descending pattern
of two sixteenths and an eighth, 'B flat' to 'G', is motive 2
inverted. In the next "measure", we see the same pattern
again with the 'A flat' raised to 'A'.

We may observe in section ( 3 f ) , yet another interesting use
of motive 1, along with two clear examples of motive 2. This
section is one of a strongly regular metrical feel, although
not divided by bar lines.

Ex. 13 Krol LaudaciOr section (3 f)

About midway through this section is the first time in the
work that Krol uses a dotted eighth - sixteenth figure. Later
uses of this dotted figiire can be related to motive 1 as
well, as in (4 h.) (see Ex. 15).

Section (3 g) (Ex. 14) opens with a dramatic leap of two
octaves, the largest leap in the piece. After some scalar
material, there is an exact restatement of motive 1 and 2,
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and then again, with motive 1 slightly lengthened. This
recollection of the opening motives ends the "A" section.

f

2x. 14 Krol Laudaczo, section (3 g)

Section (4 h) vivace opens the "B" section (Ex. 15).

Ex- 15 Krol

Laudcitlo,

section (Ix)

In section (4 h) , the opening of the "B" section, is the
other of the only two metered sections of the piece. The
composer has indicated vlva.ce, and by indicating it to be
metered, Krol creates a clear contrast to the style of most
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of section "A". Here, the use of motives 1 and 2 are a little
more difficult to detect. The first three measures utilize a
sequence, with the leap from the 'G' to 'B flat' being the
principal factor. First the 'B flat' appears as a quarter
note, then as two eighths, and finally as part of a dotted
eighth sixteenth. After this are a group of four sixteenths
that contain the 'G' to 'B flat' outline of motive 2. This
winds to a close, ending on a 'D flat2•, the lowest note of
the work.

In the section (5 j) and (5 k), the section marked lento [Ta
Deum laudamus) , there are niamerous relationships to motive 1,
primarily based on the strong-weak rhythmic relationshio
inherent in this motive (Ex. 16).
aUarganda

piu andante

lento (Ti Beam laudamus)
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allearo

moderoto

Ex. IS Krol Lciudacio. seccion (5 j-k), with, iiighlighns

Rhythmically, these may found to be more of a relative or
motive 2, a sequence that results in an almost fanfare type
of effect. At the end of section (k), we find a restatement
of the opening section, with minor alterations - no fermata
and different dynamics. This closes the 'B' section.

The closing section, (6 1), acts as "C". Here we see a
combination of the material of the Te Detm (5 j) in
conjunction with material loosely derived from motives 1 and
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2- The various derivations are highlighted in the following
(Ex. 17):

adaaio solenne

.J.

«/

lu

Ex. 19 Krol LciudACZo seccion. {6 1} with. h.i.gfaJ.lgh.cs

This section has a very reminiscent, melancholy character,
perhaps recalling the emotional content of the work. The
adag-io indication, together with the pace and allusion to the
chant tune, interspersed with bits of the two motives, bring
everything together as the music leads to the final line of
fig^ires- Here we see motive 1 restated several times in
different transpositions, and closing an a cadence on 'f
minor*, morendo.
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Harmonically, throughout the work, the pitch class 'F' is the
key note. Four of the sections end on the pitch class 'F',
and six sections end on either a 'C or a "B flat'. The
significance of those pitches are that they act to loosely
set up a dominant or sub dominant relationship to 'F'. Only
two sections, (b) and (h) end on a pitch other than 'F', 'C
or 'B flat'. Sections (b) and (h) end on 'D flat'. Section

(b) immediately moves from to 'D flat' to 'G', then to 'B
flat', and section (h) moves 'D flat' to 'C. Section (e)
ends on an f minor cadence, as does the piece. The pervading
key or mode is f minor (aeolian).

The predominance of the rhythmic strong-weak relationship of
the motives, the use of the pitch class 'F', and its
relationship to the pitch classes 'C and especially 'B
flat', the Te Deum quote, and the pervasive use of
derivatives of motives 1 and 2 discussed previously, are the
principal unifying elements of Krol's Laudatio.

As has been shown, Krol's writing contains a pervasive use of
chromaticism, and is one of the traits of his horn writing.
The most common interval in Lauda.tio is the minor 2nd, which
is used almost 120 times. This is followed by the major 2nd
(99), minor 3rd (51), and perfect 4th (24). In one section,

(2 e), Krol uses all twelve pitch classes, yet there is no
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doiibt that there is still a tonal quality to the section as
it touches on 'e minor', 'F major', then through a chromatic
section that ends on an 'f minor' cadence. In two other
sections, (5 j, k), Krol uses all twelve pitches but 'B'.
Perhaps the reason for this is to avoid the tritone, the
"diabolus in musica". The minor second, we saw, began the
opening motive of the work, motive 1, and is present in
motive 2 as well. This results in an intensely chromatic work
within a primarily tonal framework.

When performing this work, it is quite helpful to study and
xinderstand the origins of the composer's inspiration, (the Te
Deum laudamus chant tune), the melodic and motivic materials,
predominant intervals, and overall shape.

It is my belief that the work is written throughout in such a
way as to suggest the spirit of early chant or plainsong, due
to: 1) a use of modal scales, consistent with the chant-like
character that can be felt throughout the work, 2) the
predominately linear motion of the writing, with few wide
leaps, 3) the relatively free rhythm, 4) the use of breath
marks which are to be interpreted of as pauses in the music,
and 5) the many fermatas which must be interpreted
thoughtfully so as not to break the continuous thread of the
overall scheme.
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The use of numerous fermatas, some indicated above notes,
some over bar lines, is one of the methods the composer uses
to pace the work.. The placement of breath marks, double bars,
tempo/style indication, and the various uses of the motives
in the work also assist the performer in deciding how the
work is to be paced. It is my belief that the composer is
attempting to indicate the pacing of a chant performance,
with pauses between sections of various lengths. For
instance, the opening motive (Ex. 8,9) has a fermata, and the
following motive has a fermata, which in turn is followed by
a fermata over the barline dividing the first and second
sections. The performer should utilize a strategy that would
create a balanced sxibject-and-answer-like feeling for the
listener. Proceeding through the work, the performer must
make similar decisions as to the effective use of the
fermatas to extend lines and for the use of silence, taking
care to keep a smooth pace without losing the basic thread
that connects all of the sections of the work. This thread is
the allusion to the Te Deum .

As previously mentioned, one unique and interesting
notational consideration mentioned previously is Krol's
indication in the Te Deum section (5 j) (Ex. 2) gedampft:,
which calls for the player to insert a mute, and later
writing pin andante and offen. The mxite must be removed from
the bell at tiiis point. Although not an impossible task, due
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to the ittysterious and spiritual nature of this musical
moment, it would be disastrous for the performer to disturb
the musical atmosphere the writing creates by causing noise
from the mute insertion and/or removal. One solution would be
to instead play t±iese sections stopped and open,
respectively, creating a similar effect to muting, taking
care not to produce an edge or "sizzle" in the sound. This is
a decision the performer must consider carefully, as it is a
most critical point in the work. I feel that since Krol was a
horn player, he likely realizes that homists often utilize
individually creative solutions in order to attempt to
realize a composer's intentions.

In Laudatlo, the performer is given the opportiinity to
explore the entire dynamic range of the horn to great effect.
It may be helpful for the performer to think of the music as
an allegory while studying and performing La.uda.tio. For
example, consider the use of dynamics in section (3 f), which
contains one of only two metered sections of the work (Ex.
13), and is strongly metrical. Here, the composer has
indicated grrave, and notated fortissimo, with accented
quarter notes. The performer has the opportunity to create
tremendous drama and tension by playing a focused and loud ff
followed with a repeat pp. The perfoimer may think of the
grave section as a type of processional, perhaps creating an
image of monks in procession. When this section is
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iininediately repeated pianissimo, one may imagine the monks
continuing their procession off into the distance. This
section lies in the very effective middle range of the horn,
and the possibilities of dynamic extremes are great. Care
must be taken in the ff section not to allow the pitch to
waver or go sharp, or to allow Che tone to spread and become
\mfocused. Likewise, the performer must not attempt to play
so softly pp that the horn loses the idiomatic full tone that
is present in this range, or to become unsteady or to go
flat.

The performer must carefully consider how the connection of
ideas that occur in each section relate to what comes before
and the transition to what follows. For example, in the
opening of section (4 h) (Ex. 15), Krol indicates vivace.
While this of course means '^quick, lively", one must consider
the conclusion of this section. Although not indicated, to
continue vivace and move through this section with no feeling
of conclusion, such as a ritardando, could be musically
unpleasant. It would likely be a more musically satisfying
solution to put a ritardando in the last bar of this section,
giving it a sense of clostire. If the contrast between
sections is too extreme, then the thread of the work could be
severed. As when studying the other aspects of the work, the
performer may benefit fay an examination of the transitions
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between sections and to utilize the indicated style and tempo
marking as a guide, not as precise definitions.

From my point of view, Laudatio is a wonderful opportxmity to
combine the composer's ideas and inspiration with a
performer's musicianship. Laudatio is an interesting,
inspired, and well-crafted work for the horn. This work may
be considered challenging for many performers. However, my
study and research into the work resulted in an illiamination
of its historical lineage, thus enabling me to more fully
xinderstand Krol's inspiration and the origins of his melodic
and motivic material. In conjunction with a more traditional
analytical approach, my performance of Laudatio became a
deeper and more meaningful musical experience.
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MISSA MUTA

There exists an extensive repertoire of works for horn and
organ. The combination is quite common in Europe, and
although perhaps less so in the US, is a very attractive and
interesting duo. Krol's Missa Muta (Mass without Words) "Five
Miniatures for Horn and Organ", op.55, was written in 1972.
Krol writes, "It was inspired by the suggestion of Italian
homist Domenico Ceccarossi and premiered 9 July 1972 by him
in Magadino, Italy. The work follows the [several] main parts
of the Catholic Mass Liturgy: "Miserere" - Kyrie; "gratias
agimus" - Gloria; "Suscipe" - Offertory; "In mei memoriam"Communion, "Ite" - dismissal of the congregation." (Krol
letter). This document, will examine the first movement
"Miserere".

Much of western music can trace its roots to early chants and
hymns originally written for the Chxirch. Primarily,
individual portions of the Catholic litiirgy were set to
music; at first as a solo vocal line such as chant, and later
set polyphonically. The most solemn service of the Roman
Catholic Church is the Mass. It represents the commemoration
and mystical repetition of the Last Supper. Even prior to the
11th centxiry, portions of the Mass were set to music. Over
time, countless settings of the Mass Ordinary and Proper were
composed. Eventually these were collected into cycles, often
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grouped according to specific church holidays. The period of
1400-1600 was the principal period of Mass composition, and
during this time the meaning of a "Mass" in musical
composition assiamed its present-day meaning. A musical Mass
is the polyphonic setting of the entire Ordinary of the Mass:
the Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, and Ite Missa
est. Composers such as Johannes Ockeghem (ca. 1430-1495),
Josquin des Prez (ca. 1440-1521), Giovanni Palestrina (ca.
1525-1594), Guillaume Dufay (ca. 1400-1474), Jacob Obrecht
(ca. 1452-1505) and many others wrote increasingly wellcrafted and complex Mass settings.

After 1600, Mass settings became less important, but did not
completely disappear. Many composers began to expand the
musical settings of the Mass. This often entailed the use of
larger and larger ensembles, choirs, and vocal soloists. Mass
settings or portions of the Mass were written by many
prominent composers from 1600 through the present. J.S. Bach,
W.A. Mozart, Franz Schxibert, Ludwig Van Beethoven, Giuseppe
Verdi, Antonin Dvorak, Anton Bruckner, Camille Saint-Saens,
Hector Berlioz, Igor Stravinsky, and others, wrote Masses,
Mass movements, or specific religious pieces such as the
Requiem. In the present day, the Mass still generates
interest among composers. For example, institutions such as
New Mexico State University and The University of Arizona
have each premiered a Mass in the past few years.
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As has been shown, Krol's Mass is one in a long line of works
which established a tradition as old as our musical system
and notation. As one is preparing to perform a work such as
this, with such a rich history, the inclusion of historical
study in addition to more traditional analytical approach to
the music, would greatly benefit the performer and likely
result in a more successful and satisfying performance.
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I. "Miserere"

The "Miserere" movement of Missa Muta relates to the Kyrie,
the first section of the Mass Ordinairy. The full text of the
Kyrie is
Kyrie eleison (Lord, have mercy),
Christe eleison (Christ have mercy)
Kyrie eleison (Lord have mercy)

In the Krol Mass, the number three is prominent. The Kyrie
appears naturally in three sections. In the Catholic Liturgy,
each of the three sections of the Kyrie is repeated three
times, for example, aaa bbb aaa. For the composer, this forms
a convenient and compositionally strong arch form.

Krol's "Miserere" is written in A-B-A', ternary form. As an
arch form the "Kyrie" has the solo organ positioned in the
center of the arch, B, and the horn part taking the A and A'
sections- There are other aspects of this movement that may
be described as an arch. The work begins and ends on a
concert 'E'. The dynamics also are presented as an arch; the
organ opens the work pp and the work closes pp, helping to
give it a strong sense of balance. The opening section A is
dynamically an arch as well, and the B and A' together make
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an arch. These interrelated connections result in a
structiorally very strong movement.

Section A, the first Kyrie, is marked d = 80, and is
uiuneasured. It begins with the organ on an 'E' pp which is
continuously sustained throughout this section. The horn part
begins with a quarter and eighth note rest, which is the
first of the "pauses" in the work.(Ex.1).

I. „iVri8ercre"

Ex. 1 Krol mssa. Afuca, "Miserere", seccion (A)
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As this section of the work is unmetered, it is up to the
performer to decide the precise length of the pauses.
According to the composer, this is a "meditative" work (Krol
letter), and therefore the pauses are critical to a
successful performance. Although unmetered, the rests are
positioned to give the impression of an anacrusis as the horn
begins the section (a), an arching figure played stopped {+)
and pp (Ex. 2).

1. „Mi8erere»^

Ex. 2 Krol Hxssa. Afuca, "Miserere" seccion (a)

This begins on an 'A' anacrusis and leads to a 'B', (in
unison with, the concert 'E' pedal in the organ). This figure,
in ensemble with the soft pedal organ pitch, creates an
ethereal, n^stical atmosphere for the opening of this work.
The horn figure with an 'E flat' upper neighbor to the 'D',
the "B'-'E flat' forming the interval of a tritone between
the outer notes, the 'Diabolus in musica", creating a kind of
dark qucLlity-

The next entrance (b) , is marked open {°) (Ex. 3).
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Sx. 3 Krol Missa. Muca, "Miserere" section, (fa)

The dynamic is not indicated but KroL marks a crescendo to m£
and a decrescendo back to an unspecified dynamic by the end
of the figure. The figure (1') is very similar to (1), a
reiteration, as the shape and the pitches are identical.
However, the opening 'A' "pick-up" note is held longer, with
a fermata over the 'A', perhaps to emphasize the 'B' ('E'
concert) which is appearing to be the pitch center for this
section thus far. This repeat of the original tune, now
louder, faster, and open rather than stopped, may indicate
more insistence, more urgency - more of an insistent plea for
"mercy".

Ex. 4 Krol Missa ifuca, "IHserere" section C
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Horn entrance (c) has a new figure, (2), again emphasizing
the pitch 'B' ('E' concert). It then moves in a large
descending M7 leap to a 'C half note. This interval movement
is significant, as this M7 together with the past emphasis on
the movement from 'A' ('D' concert) to 'B' ('E' concert), in
conjunction with the continuous 'E' concert pedal in the
organ, hint at minor, and possibly Phrygian. From this 'C ,
the (c) hom entrance proceeds into a very chromatic passage
of increasingly faster notes, which may be characterized as a
rhythmic crescendo. The horn hesitates on 'E' ('A

concert)

for a moment (again, the emphasis on 'E', forming a P4 wrth
the organ note), eventually to an "F#" ("B" concert) as it
fades out. The 'F#* has the relationship of a 5th to 'B', and
can be thought of as a V to the 'B'. The overall movement is
from 'E-F#-B', Thus I-IV-V. (Keep in mind that the organ
continues to hold an 'E' (concert) pedal, creating a perfect
5th with the hom at this point).

In entrance

(d) ,

the hom enters quite dramatically on a ff

'A' on anoth.er new figure, (3) (Ex. 5).

Li)

®

Ex. 5 KroL Missa. Utica., "Miserere" seccion d
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The figure immediacely leaps up an octave and sustains this
as, again, the emphasis on the hom pitch 'A', as the horn is
brought to full dynamic prominence. Here, Krol indicates
accelerando, as the horn begins a descending pattern,
eventually landing on a 'C. which is sustained

f£.

Figure

(3) contains a very strong movement from 'A' to 'C, both
pitches and their relationship to 'B' (horn pitch) again
emphasized. It is possible to show a relationship between
figure (3) and fig\ire (2), figure (3) acting as a kind of
inversion of (2). This relationship acts as a balance between
the two ideas.

The horn enters on "C in entrance (e) (Ex.

6),

and again

descends, eventually to 'A' then to 'B' ('E' concert), with a
fermata in octaves with the organ pedal as the horn fades
out. In this section, the horn cadences on '3' ('E' concert),
as we have the movement from 'C'-'A'-'B', all above the 'E'
pedal- This ends the A section of the movement, the first
third of the arch.

c«)

(S)

Ex. 6 Krol Missa. Jfuca, "Miserere" section e
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In this first Kyrie, A, the horn in conjunction with the
organ pedal 'E' has established a concert 'E' tonal center.
As mentioned in the last paragraph, the A section has a
cadence on 'B' in the horn {'E' concert). The opening figure
in the horn, the movement from 'A'-'B' in sections (a) and
(b), and in section (c), the movement from 'B'-'C, and the
outline of a

l-rv-v movement in section (c), all are

supportive of a conclusion that this work; is centered in the
Phrygian mode (see example 1). The use in the cadence of a
whole step leading tone 7-8, and the interval 'B'-'C ('E'•F' concert), emphasizing the 1/2 step between scale degrees
one and two, are characteristic of the Phrygian mode.

Section B, the "Christe" section, is marked / =140, is in
4/4, and is measured {consisting of nine measures), and
contrasts with section A in that it is written for organ
alone. B opens in measxire 1 piano with M3 diad beneath a half
note 'G' that moves on beat three to a solo 'E'. {Ex.7)

Ex. 7 Krol Mlssa. Muca., "Miserere" mm 1-2
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The second half of the third beat and the fourth beat are
silent, relating to the pauses in the horn part of the A
section. In measure 2, this figure is repeated, exactlyhalved, as the 'G* is now a quarter note and moves to the 'E'
on beat two this time. The left hand now forms a minor triad,
and is only an eighth note in duration. The resultant pause
is now two and a half beats in duration. These figures could
be thought of as the "answer" to the opening horn figures,
(1) and (1').

Then, reminiscent of the drama in the horn part, the octave
leap of section A (see Ex. 5), the organ enters

fff

on the

pedals with a fragment of the traditional hymn tune '^0 Sacred
Head, Now Wounded", measures 3-9. (Ex. 8)
3

Ex. 8 KroL Hissa. MuCa, "Miserere* mm 3-9
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This is significant as "0 Sacred Head" refers to the Head of
Christ, "adorned with Blood and Wounds" (text from first
stanza):
0 Haupt voll Blue und Wunden
voll Schmerz und voller Hohn.
0 Haupt zu Spott gebunden,
mit einer Dornenkron.
0 Haupt. sonsc schon gekrSnet,
mit hSchster Ehr und Zier.
Jetzt ciberhSchst versShnet
gegztisst seist du mirl
(0 Head adorned with Blood and Womds,
Full of misery and mockery.
O Head forever scorned
With a crown of thorns.
0 Head once finely exalted.
With highest praise and adornment.
But now most forgiving
Blessed are you to me I)

This hymn text was drawn from an existent Latin poem in seven
sections, each section referencing a member of Christ's body
on the cross. The poem is the work of Saint Bernard of
Clairvaux (1091-1153), canonized in 1174 by Pope Alexander
III (Catholic Encyclopedia

web site).

The hymn tune Krol uses refers to Christ, and the center
section of the Kyrie states ''Christ, have mercy". The txine
itself is in the Phrygian mode on 'E', which reinforces the
'E' Phrygian center of the A section. As the tune fragment
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unfolds in the organ pedals, the upper voices again repeat
the falling third figrire, this time shorter and very urgent.
In measures 8-9, the hyitua tune resolves on 'E'. The final
moving pitches are in the organ pedals 'G'-'A'-'G'. There is
no indication of ritardando, decrescendo, or fermata,
resulting in a section is that is quite powerful and abrupt.

The first Kyrie A section began with the organ pedal 'E'.
Now, in the second Kyrie section, A begins ff in the horn.
Entrance ( f ) h a s f i g u r e ( 1 ) t h e s a m e m u s i c a s entrance (b) ,
with one important difference: the upper neighbor note is an
'E' rather that an 'E flat'. The tritone of the first section
has resolved upward to 'E'. As horn entrance (f) settles on a
written 'B', the organ enters once again with the pp 'E'
pedal. (Ex. 9):

Tempo I

^

Ex. 9 Krol Hissa. Miiza, "Miserere" seccioa f, wich. organ
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After a pause now of a single eighth rest, the dynamic is p
and the horn is marked espressivo as entrance (g) (Ex. 10)
recalls figure (2), which we will label as (2') due to the
change in dynamics but more importantly to the softened
emphasis, both dynamically and with a shorter length, on the
downward leap of the M7, but moving with the rising chromatic
pattern of (2). Compared to the original (2) (see Ex. 4), the
horn statement is less dramatic, calmer, and more melodic.
Even though a crescendo has been indicated, it rs only to
approximately mp.

Ex. 10 Krol illssa Haca., "Miserere" seccioa g

In section (li) (Ex. 11), again, as in the original ( 4 ) , the
iiom cadences on 'B' , ('E' concert), in unison with the 'E'
pedal. A great effect is achieved when the horn fades out to
nothing (nience). The change in note grouping, the somewhat
dramatic decrescendo, tapering out to pp, with the lento
marking, create a sense of relaxation, comfort, and
resolution.
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lento

f

Ex. 11 Krol Mxssa. Muca, "Miserere" section h

It is interesting to note, as has been shown in Laudacio, one
of the traits of Krol's horn writing and of his melodic
writing in general is periods of intense chromaticism that
take place in a relatively short duration.

Particularly in horn entrance ( c ) , (adding the first pitch of

(d), (see Ex. 1), one can see that all 12 pitches are
represented. In sections (g-h), all twelve again appear.(see
Ex. 1) The organ part also has some very chromatic moments.
In measures 6-1 (see Ex. 8), all twelve pitches are
represented. It is likely that a more successful performance
will result if the performers take some time to examine these
intensely chromatic sections and decide where and when to
emphasize particular pitches while helping to generate
interest and movement in the music.

When one approaches this work as a performer, along with the
obvious technical problems that may be encountered that may
vary depending on the individual, it is helpful to look
beyond the traditional types of analyses. Krol, as has been
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mentioned, has declared that his compositional philosophy is
to take aspects of the past and the present and present them
as a "proof of the timelessness" of the art. An investigation
of the historical background of the origin of Krol's motivic
and melodic material may be quite illiuninating.

In "Miserere", the hymn txine, "0 Sacred Head", is the focal
point of the work, both structurally, spiritually, and it
appears to be the inspiration for the central 'E' concert
tonality. This hymn quote appeared in the organ pedal in the
B section of the work, (see Ex. 8).

The original version of the time was written by Hans Leo
Hassler, entitled Main G'mut ist mir verwirrt, (XXIV) ("My
spirits are confounded"), and may be found in a collection of
songs by Hassler, Lustgarten, (Pleasure Garden) (1601). In
the Hassler song, the tune is set in the Ionian (manor) mode
rather than in the Phrygian or Aeolian mode, ultilizing a
secular text ( Ex. 12).
spirits cire confounded.
And all for a tender maid,
X am con^Jletely amazed,
itad ny heart is sore wounded;
X have no rest night or day.
Always r make great lament,
I do ever sigh, and weep. In misery I despeiir.)
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W

Mein
Bin

Gmuth ist mir ver- wir- ret, Das
gantzund gar ver- ir-ret, Mein

Mein
Bin

Gmuth ist nair ver- wir- ret, Das
mach ein Jung-£rau zart.
gantz und gar ver- ir- ret, Mein Hertz das Icriinckt sich

:ft2:

_ a

M-ein
Bin

Gmuth ist mir ver- wir- ret. Das
gantz und gar ver- ir- ret, Mein.

Mein
Bin

Gmiith ist mir ver- wir- ret.
gantz und gar ver- ir- ret.

Mein
Bin

mach ein Jung-frau zart,
Hertz das Rranclttsich

mach ein Jung-£rau zart.
Hertz das kranckt sich

Das mach ein Jung-trau zart,
Mein Hertz das kranckt sich

Gmuth ist mir ver-^vir-ret, Das
eantzundear ver- ir-ret, Mein

mach ein Jung-frau zart.
Hertz das kranckt sich

Ex. 12
Leo Hassler excerpc from. Plsasurs Garden (an. English, cexc
translacion. appears above)

This txine, an excerpt of which appears below from the
Methodist Sooic of Hymas (Ex. 13), is now traditional and
commonly foxind in the hymnals of most of the mainstream
Christian churches. Here it is set in 'A' minor, but later
moves through 'A' Major to a final cadence in 'C major.(This
is another example of a Krol compositional trait illustrated
in LaudaciOr that of ambiguity of key).
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O Sacred Head, Now Wounded
J I j J J:
^ 'J—i
i?Lf*
" " r lt

1. 0
2. What
3. What

sa-cred Head, now wound - ed, with gnefand shame weighed don
thou, my Lord, hast suf - fered was all for sin - ners' gain;
lan-guage shall I
bor • row to thank thee, dear-est fnend

. 1 . , iPr r . , J-J . ^ . J J

Sx. 13 Excerpc of "0 Sacred Head Mow Wounded" from che 3ook of Hywns

This tune has also been a favorite of many other composers;
Mendelssohn based his Cantata 0 Haupt voll Blut uad Wunden on
the hymn. Bach used the tune extensively in his St. Matthew
Passion, as it appears in five different settings on the
texts "Erkenne mich mein Huter" ("E Major'>, "ich will hier
bei dir Stehen" ("E flat" Major), "Befiehl du deine Wege" ("D
Major"), the foiirth uses the text "0 Haupt voll Blut und
Wunden" (d minor to 'F Major"), and the fifth "Wenn ich
einmal soil scheiden" ("A minor", Plagal cadence to 'E
Major") (Ex. 14) - Bach, too, seems to have exploited the
tonally ambiguous nature of this tune.
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Basso.

TOTiio e CoaUutio.

1 It
Sx. L4 Excerpc from J.S. Bacii's Sc. iYaccAew Passion

Mendelssohn was inspired by Bacii's St. Macchew Passion, and
soon after hearing it, composed his cantata O Haupt voll Blut
and Wimden which was completed in Vienna in 1830.
(Mendelssohn vii)

Musician and author J. P. Kimberger (1721-1783, in his Die
Kunst des reinen Satzes [The Art of Strict Musical
Composition), discusses the '^0 Haupt" hymn tune, and shows
several examples of its setting. " -. - The first setting
without a doxibt follows exactly the spirit intended by the
originator of this melody, that is, in the Phrygian mode. The
second begins in the subdominant of the Phrygian mode, or, if
one wants, in the Aeolian mode, and closes later in the
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dominant. The third is in the Ionian mode. The latter seems
least appropriate to the spirit intended by the
originator...." (Kimberger 233) Again, this further
emphasizes the tonal ambiguity inherent in this tune.

It is interesting to note that the probable originator of the
tune, Leo Hassler, set it in Che Ionian mode, the version
that Kimberger described as the least likely 1

It is easy to iinderstand, after this investigation, that this
tune is tonally ambiguous, and many composers, including
Krol, have taken advantage of that fact. Mendelssohn wrote to
his sister Rebecka, "...I am very happy with this piece - no
one will be able to discern whether it will be in C minor or
in E flat major" (Mendelssohn vii).

The performer, armed with the knowledge of some of the
history of the inspiration for the movement, together with a
little musical imagination and imagery, could interpret the
work this way: In A, the opening figure (Ex. 2) (a), the horn
enters pp and (+), with the plea - '^help us", or to relate it
to the Kyrie aspect, '^Lord, have mercy". The pitch 'D' has a
neighbor note 'E flat'. This "E flat" acts as a kind of "blue
note" to the figxire. This blue note helps to emphasize the
"have mercy" aspect. The tritone that is outlined by this
figure symbolizes that "sin" is holding us down, a "plea" for
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mercy. Section (b) (Ex. 3), the reiteration of (a), now open
(o), is a restatement of the plea, seemingly more insistent.
Section (c) (Ex. 4) is an even more dramatic cry for help,
and loss of hope. Then in (d) (Ex. 5), with the intensely
loud ascending octave sweep followed by the accelerando then
ritardando descending intervals; the final, desperate appeal
for mercy. This is followed by the last breath (h) (Ex. 6),
as the horn voice piu lento, collapses, exhausted, into
niente.

The middle portion B , is all organ. This is a slightly
different appeal, the Christe. "Christ, have mercy". The
organ notes in measures 1-4 could be thought of as an answer
to the opening horn calls. (Ex. 7). By measure three, the
organ is at full force, "the power of Christ" is unleashed.
In this measure, the hymn tune is quoted in the pedal of the
organ - "0 Sacred Head, Now Wounded", a seemingly obvious
reference to Christ.

A perfect 4th relation from the last note in B to the first
note in A' sets up the last section of the Kyrie. This time
the horn begins, with entrance (f) (Ex. 9-10). Although it is
a similar figxire to (1'), the horn has resolved the tritone,
the "Devil in the music" has been vanquished (Salvation!?).
"Lord have mercy!" is shouted out by the horn. As the horn
sustains momentarily a 'B' ('E' concert), the organ enters
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here with the 'E' pedal, creating a unison 'E', the
predominant pitch of the movement. This perhaps represents
the unwavering presence of the Holy Spirit. In (g) (Ex. 10),
the pleas for mercy has been received and acknowledged. The
restatement of (2) is calmer and less dramatic. The organ's
two simple vertical sonorities are a symbolic gesture of
resolution, or closure. In

(h)

(Ex. 11), peace is realized.

As a performer, having "mapped out" the previous strategy, I
practiced connecting the various sections, and attempted to
utilize the writing, especially the dynamics, to emphasize
these ideas and thoughts. Of particular importance is the
pacing of the rhythmic figures - care must be taken not to
rush through the piece, yet keep things moving. The ends of
sections A and A' must truly fade out into silence. The
organist must achieve the maximum amount of voltime in B.
Extremes of dynamics are essential for this movement to reach
it's full potential- A large church or well-designed organ
hall would also prove helpful to provide the reverberation of
the horn and organ, helping to create dramatic tension, and
also to emphasize the contrast of the horn's niente figxires.

The hymn time '^0 Haupt voll Blut xind Wunden" has a lengthy
musical past, not only in the church but as an inspiration
for composers for over 300 years. Bemhard Krol's use of this
hymn txine, as does his use of other hymn and chant txines in
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subsequent Missa movements, and in other compositions such as
La.uda.tio, associate Krol's Missa. with the rich historical
tradition and the significance of the text of the chant tunes
themselves, and has the immense weight of this lineage behind
it. It also shows Krol as being involved with the long
tradition of composition based on or the quotation of
existing tunes, deriving his motives and musical ideas from
chant or hymn times. In this manner, Krol's use of pre
existing material, in conjunction with his selection of the
Mass format, his use of the hom, and interesting, often
chromatic harmony and melodic lines, serve to fulfill his
compositional idea: that of bringing together the old and new
- "... [to] establish in some way the timelessness of the
text [and the tione], and the musical form". (Krol letter).
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HORATI DE VmO CARMINk, op. 30
"ad novos deducta modos"

Bemhard Krol's Horati de vino Carmina is set for soprano (or
tenor), horn and piano, with a Latin text. It was composed in
Berlin in 1958, and first performed in Pama, Italy, in 1960,
by Italian homist Domenico Ceccarossi (d. 1997). It is
currently published by N. Simrock, Hamburg-London. Krol
writes of the work: "...the Italian homist Domenico
Ceccarossi asked for music for his trio (soprano, hom,
piano). For me it was not just a matter of politeness to
offer to him music with the words of a Roman. To me, a Latin
text appeared most appropriate: original words of a Roman for
a homist in Rome - a bridge between two thousand years t The
words were at the same time a challenge and a matter of
course. "Ad novos deducta modos" (shown in a new way).
Earlier and new ideas of music were blended together:
Toccata-Ciacona-Ragtime. A successful attempt would establish
in some way a proof of the timelessness of the text and the
musical form. The Horati de vino Carmina are not a duet with
hom obligate, but rather a trio, similar to the one by
Johannes Brahms, but with soprano replacing the violin score"
(Krol letter).

Krol's choice of the title '^Toccata" for this movement is
interesting. It is not a traditional Toccata, which is a
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virtuosic work normally associated with keyboard instruments.
I believe that Krol chose this title to evoke thoughts of a
past era, and this in connection with the ancient text
discussed below, his choice of piano, horn, and voice, all
contribute to help him realize his desire to tie the past and
present.

The previous two works considered in this dociament were both
instrumental, with liturgical themes. Krol refers to the
instrumental works as "spiritual", and fiirther states,
"...only the heathenist work includes text." (Krol

letter).

This text is of a "heathen", or secular, natxire, as it
describes the relationship of the human experience with
Bacchus and Dionysius, the gods of wine and decadence. It was
written in about 23 B.C. by an author who was one of the most
famous poets of ancient Roman days - Horace. The text of the
three movements of Hora.ti de vino Carmina are from Horace's
Odes. All three poems have in common Bacchus, the Greek and
Roman god of wine. The translation and text of "Toccata" from
Odes 2.19, follows (Mulroy

122):
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On Jistant cliffs I beheid (Believe it,

1

2

3

+

5

0

7

5

Bacchum in remotis cannina rupibu5
vidi docentem, credite posted,
Nymphasquc disccnds ct auris
capnpedum Satyrotum acutas.
Euhoe, recenti mens trepidat metu
plenoque Bacchi pectore turfaidum
laetatur, euhoe, parce Liber,
parce gravi nietucnde ihyrso.

posterityl) Bacchus teaching his songs I
nymphs and the pointed ears
satyrs with cloven hooves.
Suhoel My mind still reels with fear
and tumultuous ;oyl My heart is full
^
,„ ,
„
^
of the .earsotne thyrsiis.

FaspervicacisestmihiThyiadas
My «cr^ duty is now to sing
viniauc fontem lacds et uberes
^
^
cantaie rivos atque trunds
j'"'- °
' ifn
lapsa cavis iterare mella,
, ''"PP'"®
.
.
.
W s ' n ?O f y o u rb l e s s e d s p o u s e ' sc r o w n ,
fas et beaue comugis additum
a constellation now, the palace
A.
stellis honorem tectaque Penthei
ot Pentheus leveled ungently,
disjecta non leni ruina
the death of Lycurgus of Thrace.
Thxacis et exitium Lycurgi.
Tu flectij amnii, tu mare baxbarurw\
savage sea and rivers.
tu sepaiatis uvidus in iugts
On desolate peaks you drunkenly bind
S
nodo coerces viperino
the hair of Thracian Bacchants
Bistonidura sine mude crinii
with serpents that do no harm.
tu, cum parentis regna per arduum When an impious cohort of giants attacked
cohon gigantum scanderet inpia, your fathers palace on high, you assumed b
Rhoetum retonisti leonis
the fangs and horrible jaws
unguibtis horribilique mala; of a lion and Rhoetus retreatecL
quamquamchoreiiaptioretiocis Although you were called a dancer, a better ^
ludoque dictus, non »t idoneus companion for jokes and games, unsuited
'
pugnae ferebaris; aed idem
to violence, you played a central
pads eras mediusque belli; role in peace and war.
te vidit insons Cetbenu aureo
comu decorum leniter atterens
caudam et recedentis trilingui
ore pedes tetigitquc crura.

Awed fay your drinking horn of gold,
Cerberus swept the groimd with his tail
touched your departing legs
triple snout.

S

Quintus Horatius Flaccus was bom in 65 B.C. in Venusia,
Italy, and died near Rome in 3 B.C. He was a conternporary of
Vergil, and succeeded Vergil as Cesare Augustus' Poet
Laureate in 19 B.C.p Horace is considered to be one of the
great writers of ancient Rome, the author of such
masterpieces as Ars Poetxca, ("Art of Poetry"), the laiabi.
("Epodes"), Carmen. Sa.eculajre ("Song of the Age"), and the
foxir books of Caxmlna. ("Odes"). It is from the Carmina that
Krol draws the poetry for his text.
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In his Odes, Horace, by many accounts, surpasses the lyric
poems of the early Greeks; for example, the songs of Alcaeus
and Sappho. These early poems, which were sung to the
accompaniment of a lyre, consist of brief stanzas of
complicated and demanding meters with interjections of
emotion (Mulroy 5).

Horace, in the Odes, adapts this story-telling genre to his
own expression of feelings. These works are interlaced with
sarcasm, irony, and aloofness. He uses the government,
society, ancient and contemporary legends and myths, even his
own life as subject matter. Although not well received by the
litera2:y critics of the time, the Odes were very widely read.

In Odes 2.19, "Horace is shaken by a vision of Bacchus"
(Mulroy

122). Recalling the text of Odes 2.19 from earlier

in this document, (see page 78), it may be helpful to define
several of the words and terms in order to clarify the
reader's understanding (See Appendix). It is quite difficult
to ascertain whether musical word or text painting is
occxirring as we listen, or to try to look at the score and
make similar judgments, as there is no one definitive
translation into English (or any other language, for that
matter). The text can not specifically be translated word for
word, note for note. There are, however, some guidelines to
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the general layout of the text and the story that may prove
helpful.

The poem is divided into eight stanzas of four lines each.
The first stanza is the introduction. The second stanza is a
bridge/transition section. Stanzas three through six are the
hymn. Stanza seven is a "lucid interval", where Horace has a
moment of clarity, almost as a moral of the story (in this
case, the potential evils and powerful effects of alcohol).
Stanza eight is the close of the hymn. The music of "Toccata"
is in an A B C A' form.. Below we see how Krol utilized the
organization of the poetry to fit the Toccata movement of
Horati around the verses of the poem.

stanza
S^•anza 1 (Incroduction)

Maaaum
itna 1-26

Form

Section
A

"Bacchuiti in remotis..."
Stranza 2 (Bridge/Transition to Hymn)mm 27-42

B

"Euhoe, recenti mens..."
Scanza 3 (Hymn)

mm 42-55

B

nm 56-72

B

mm 73-124

B

mm 125-158

C

"Fas pervicacis."
Stanza 4 (Hymn con't)
"fas et beatae..."
Stranza 5 (Hymn con't)
"Tu flectis amnis..."
Stanza 6 (Hymn con't)
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"tu, cum parentis..."
Stanza 7 (Lucid Interval)

mm 159-206 (begins mm 155) C

"quamquam choreis..."
Stanza 8 (Hymn Concluded)

mm 207-228

A'

"te vidit insons..."

Section (A) includes the first "introductory" stanza. This
introductory section generally may be compared to an opera
recitative, where the important action is described before
the emotion of the aria is released. Horace is preparing the
reader (listener) for the story that he is about to tell, in
the Carmina, or song (hymn). Here, Horace is describing a
dream or vision he had of Bacchus, perhaps after he had
experienced a night of drinking. This section is scored for
voice and piano only.

The piano begins with a highly charged motor-like rhythm.
This "motor rhythm" is perhaps a nod to the Baroque past and
the toccata:

"t—^

PfT

J
•B *•

pq
F

>

»
J
2
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In this introduction, Krol uses an irregular mixed meter
pattern: 4/4-3/4-3/4-4/4-6/8-3/4-4/4-6/8-3/4 and so forth.
These sections may often be further subdivided (see Ex.1).
The only constant through this section are the moving
sixteenth notes which continue through bar twelve. The melody
in the voice is somewhat angular melody - difficult for many
vocalists. The melody proceeds with an almost hocket-like
feeling, due likely to Krol's choice in setting the rhythmic
peculiarities of the diction of the Latin text (Ex. 2). This
may be thought of as a connection to the passages in hocket
style in the motets of Petrus de Cruce, Philippe De Vitry,
and Guillame De Machaut in the 13th and 14th centuries.( Apel
389).

chum

Ex. 2 BCrol

Hora.ci.

"Toccata" rnm 3-4

The piano, in measure 15 changes to a more chordal
accompaniment on "to nymphs and the pointed ears..^" (Ex. 3).
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Ex. 3 Xrol Sora.cl "Toccaca", mn 15-19

In measure 21 the motor rhyrhm in the piano retiims as we
have a recollection of the opening as the (A) section and the
first stanza of text draw to a close.

eu -

PP

Ex. 4 BCrol flbraci, "ToccaCa" mm 21-26
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As noted earlier in (A), we see an example of the unusual
vocal rhythm. The vocal line is not a regular pattern of
figures and intervals, and not diatonic in the traditional
sense. The vocalist must be skilled at reading what many
singers may consider difficult rhythms and unusual interval
skips. For example, the last line of the first stanza offers
a good example of this difficult vocal line:
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Ex. 5 Krol Soraci, "Toccaca", mm 15-21 vocal line

The mixed meter adds to the already difficult rhythm. In
'^Toccata", the vocalist's pitch often appears in the
accompaniment, but is often buried in the textxire. The vocal
part is more of an instrumental style than vocal, which in my
view adds to the interest of the composition. Just as those
of us not well versed in Latin may find the spoken text's
diction and rhythm unique to the ear, we are also treated to
a vocal line that defies prediction on a first hearing. The
writing is in this way reminiscent of the rhythmically
complex and disjunct compositions of the late 13 th and early
14th century mentioned previously.
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Another interesting aspect of this piece is exemplified in
(A) - the harmony. As in the works discussed previously in
this document, in "Toccata", Krol utilizes key "fields" or
areas. There is little sense of traditional, common-practice
harmony, characterized by usually predictable progressions.
He often writes for the piano, when it acts as accompaniment,
in a style of stacked thirds, often chromatic in nature. He
will occasionally write two different triads or 7th chords
agadlnst each other in different hands for the pianist. There
is an occasional progression that approaches a tonic dominant relationship, but usually not enough to truly
establish a key or key area for more than a few measures.
This may be thought of as a kind of '^free relationship of
dominants", where the major chords relate to each other
'"freely" without establishing hierarchy.

As the work opens, the harmony immediately moves between 'B
flat major' and 'G minor', (see Ex.1), eventually to "D flat
major' in measure 11 (see Ex.2). The music later moves again
through 'B flat major' and 'F minor', to 'A flat major' over
a 'C pedal, (Ex. 5), then in measure 21 is back to the 'B
flat major'-'G minor' area. As the movement progresses, Krol
continues to use this style of harmonic writing, another
example of somewhat tonally ambiguous harmony.
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Section (B) includes stanzas two, three, and four. Here, in
stanza two, section B begins with the hom as it makes its
first boisterous appearance. Horace's poetry acts as a bridge
from the introduction to the hymn. The hom play a forte
octave ascending call which acts as a signal, a fanfare to
announce Horace's feelings and what is going through his
mind. The voice enters a fifth higher on a concert 'A flat'
octave on the word "Euhoe", duplicating the octave (Ex. 5).

5

Ea - rioe,

Ex. 6 Krol Horacl, "Toccaca" nm 27-28

The word "Euhoe" is an expression of exclamation, indicating
that Horace has been overwhelmed with the "Bacchic frenzy,
inspiring a trance halfway between awe and exhilaration"
(Quinn 237). The hom is an ideal character to use in this
circxiinstance, with the horn's pastoral, hunting chciracter.
The hom in its infancy as an instrxoment was often used to
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evoke the atmosphere of the forest, as in its past it was
used as a signaling instrument for the hunt. The horn itself
has been known to do double duty as a drinking horn in the
past (See Morley-Pegge Chapter 2)I

The meter for stanza two, the opening of (B) is "common time"
in four. If we look again at Ex. 6, we will notice a strong
descending irregular rhythmic figure in the piano. The piano
figures, sometimes syncopated, and sometimes extending over
the barline, keep this section from having a regular beat and
phrase structure (Ex 7).

ij

Ex. 7 Krol fforati, 'Toccata" mm 29-32 picino part.

The horn plays throughout this section, and has a calm,
almost lyrical counter melody to the voice. In this section
are a few instcinces imitation between the horn and voice, but
not in a strict manner.
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Ex. 8 Krol

_

.

Horaci,

.

_

pi-dat

me-tu

_ phe-no -

-que

"Toccata" mm 29-33 horn and voice pares

This section moves to a fermata on the word "laetatxir",
("'Tis madnessl"), over a strong emu? chord in the piano, and
with the horn completing a series of octave calls. The loud
octave calls emphasize the text "'Tis madnessl" and "Euhoe",
and the hom's held note makes a connection to the next
section, characterized by the figures in the piano.

Ex. 9 Krol fforaCx, Toccata mm 3S-37

This moves us into the thijrd stanza. The voice enters on "My
sacred duty now is to sing". in this section, the rhythm is
much more regular. The piano's left hand accompaniment is
primarily chordal, with occasional broken chords. The right
hand has an imitative interplay with the horn that continues
on and off throughout most of this section. Occasionally the
voice, piano right hand, and the horn all are involved in an
imitative style.

fas

Ex. 10 Krol Hora.cl, "Toccata" nm 55-60

In Stanza foxir. King Lycurgus of Thrace is referenced by
Horace. King Lycurgus had denied the deity of Bacchus, and
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for* this he was struck blind, by Zeus (Quinn 237). As we come
to the end of stanza four, and the end of the (B) section,
the horn has one last restatement of its repeated eighth
note, two sixteenths ficfure. Here, on the word "Lycurgi", the
music moves into the (C) section, and stanza five of the
poem.

This sectxon features a major change in rhythm and texture.
The tempo is marked quasi presto, j, =88. This 3/8 section is
the longest portion of the movement, as it continues from
measures 67 to 206.

quasi p resto (

Ex- IL fibraci, "Toccaca" mm S7-72

The piano again has a motor rhythm, as in (A) but with a
regular meter that helps to drive the movement- It also
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supplies a harmonic base to the section, primarily in 'C
minor. It eventually moves to 'B' minor, then 'C major'. In
section (C), the key area moves to 'C minor, then back to
'C major'.

Throughout most of (C) and (C), the hem and the voice are
written in a primarily imitative style, often in thirds. For
example, in measure 73, the voice enters on concert 'E flat',
and in measure 77, the horn enters on concert '3' These
figures move in a descending stepwise direction. In this
section, the first concert pitch of each horn entrance
combine to form a 'G' major' chord (V of 'C').

Ex. 12 Krol Horacl, "Toccaca", mm 73-77
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The hom entrance in measure 109, has the figure again, but
now it imitates the vocal part in a very chromatic style,
^h.e text describes "binding the hair of Thracian
Bacchants (woman followers of Bacchus) with serpents that do
no harm . The music winds around as might a serpent.

Ex- 13 Krol SorsiCl, "Toccata", inm 104-112

Stanza six begins in measure 125. The text here is "When an
impious cohort of giants attacked your father's palace on
high...". This is a point in the work where the text painting
may seem more obvious. The meaning of text at this point in
the phrase has the voice leaping up an octave to a 'B' above
the staff, although it does not actually occur on the
specific word meaning ("high").
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Ex- 14 Krol HoracI, "Toccata", mm 124-139

Throughout this section, from 125-154, the hom is tacet. The
hom returns in measure 155 during the text "the fangs and
horrible jaws of a lion and Rhoetus". Bacchus has asstuned the
shape of a lion, to join in the fray (with the giants). The
hom enters with the music from the opening of C, measure 67,
acting as t±Le introduction to stanza seven. The hom music
from measures 67 to 123 is repeated here from 155 to 206. The
accompaniment has changed from the earlier motor rhythm (see
Ex. 11), to a chordal accompaniment, now in the area of 'C
minor*.
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^uQm cr.Q

Ex. L5 :<rol Horaci, "Toccaca" mm. 155-163.

Stanza seven begins in measure 159, the

lucid, interval". In

tills stanza, Horace has a moment of clear vision. Horace,
referring to Bacchus, thoughtfully writes, "Although you were
called a dancer, a better companion for jokes and games,
unsuited to violence, you played a central role in peace and
war" (Mulroy

123). The image of Bacchus has traditionally

been one of a somewhat playful, effeminate figure. The role
of alcohol in all aspects of life, including war, is well
docTjmented. It is not difficult to understand how battles may
have been lost due to troops being ill-prepared to fight due
to alcohol's ravaging affects. This text offers a sobering
view of the affects of alcohol.
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As stanza seven (C ) comes to a close, the haDonony moves
through 'C minor', 'G major', 'G minor', 'E flat minor', and
finally to 'C major', preparing us for the eventual close of
the work in 'C major'. The last stanza, number eight, begins
immediately with section (A').

H

p n

Ex. lo Krol Eora^cl, -Toccaca" rnrri 204-209

F

^

H
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The final sCanza, stanza eight, is perhaps some of the most
bewildering text for the reader, at first glance. Cerberus is
the three-headed dog of the underworld. Bacchus went to the
land of the dead to restore his mother, Semele. Cerbeirus
didn't harm Bacchus because he was so impressed by his
"golden horn". The last section, (A'), begins in measure 207
with the music of the beginning of the work, (A), the motor
rhythm in the piano an octave lower this time (See Ex. 16).
The horn is tacet in this as it is in the beginning (A).
However, unlike the opening (A), the horn is out for the
whole section, and enters in measure 221 with an octave call
piano, which is repeated, and the piece ends with the hom
sustaining a concert 'G', dominant of 'C, the voice holding
a concert 'D', the V/V, and dropping out two measxires from
the end. The piano moves from 'G lainor' to end in 'C major'
fortxssxssimo (see Ex. 17).

Ex. 17

Krol Horaci, "Toccaca", mm. 221-223

As in L&udatlo and the "Miserere", chromacicism is a
prominent feature of the horn part in "Toccata". Again, as in
the other two pieces we have examined, Krol utilizes all
twelve pitches in a very short span, while maintaining a
strong sense of tonality. If we look at mm 40-43, we find all
twelve pitches in the horn:

-a- y

J
P

Ex. 18 Krol irojra.cz, 'Toccaca* mm 40-43 (horn)
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The vocal part has similar characteristics. In rnm 57-65 the
voice part has all twelve pitches. As mentioned earlier in
this document, the vocal part presents difficult rhythms and
intervals to sing including much chromaticism.

For the hornist, Krol's Horati de vino Carmina has much to
offer. There are horn calls moving by large ascending leaps,
technically challenging and fun to play, sections of smooth,
lyrical writing, and good ensemble writing between the voices
of the score. The work is interesting and presents some
challenging ensemble situations for all the players. As Krol
mentioned (Krol letter), this work is a true trio, not a
song for the soprano to sing with a horn obligate part. All
three parts must be extremely accurate and precise
rhythmically for the parts to line up properly.

Dynamics are not the most prominent feature of the work, but
are still quite important. The vocal part has little in the
way of written dynamics. I feel that the ensemble must play
to the level of the singer, and adjust dynamics accordingly.
The horn and piano have some wonderful dynamic effects
written into the score, and care must be taken to make these
effects happen. For instance, the piano in measures 36 to 39
(see Ex. 9) written. Fortissimo, is a predictable effect that
would not be nearly as dramatic without a very aggressive
approach by the pianist. Another point in the work that is
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exciting dynamically for the piano is in section (C) (see
Ex.11). This is where a new idea is introduced, the lilting
hom and vocal melody that is passed back and forth over the
aggressive motor rhythm in the piano. The piano and hom play
a full Fortissimo for seven measures. The voice enters in the
seventh measure (m. 73, as the hom ends), and immediately in
the next measure, the piano is marked suhito piano. If the
same aggressive intensity is used at the softer dynamic, it
creates a very dramatic effect.

The first entrance for the hom is a bold octave leap (see
Ex. 6). This is an important entrance for the hom, fun to
play, and clearly defines the hom's role in the piece. The
hom's role at times may be likened to that of the Greek
Chorus. It is there to call, to remind, and to imitate
(reiterate).
The fxmction of the Greek Chorus is to:
1. Relay historical events relevant to plot
2. Show opinions of the citizens
3. Show mood or situation of characters
4. Chant poetry and dance
5. Give advice to main characters
Although the hom cannot speak, it can and does act in a way
similar to the Greek Chorus by the role of its musical
statements.
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One of the main concerns for the performer, in addition to
careful adherence to the written dynamics and awareness of
the text (voice), is to not get too "vertical" rhythmically.
For instance in measures 28 to 33, if the horn part is given
too much emphasis on each strong beat, the smooth and lyrical
qualities of the horn and the musical line will be lost. The
piano in this spot has a very percussive line, and it would
be easy for the homist to be tempted to play this section
with too strong a vertical feel (see Ex.19).

Ex. 19 Krol Horaci, "Toccata" mm 28-33

Bemhard Krol's Horatl ds vino Carmlna. is another composition
with a true historical lineage. The text., written by one of
the great poets of all time, is from ancient Roman times. The
text of Horace quotes authors from even longer ago, such as
Ovid and his Metamorphoses (verse 13), Euripedes (^Bacchae, in
discussion of Pentheus, verse 15, and the discussion of
Cerberus, verse 29), and others, and alludes to many myths
Slid legends of ancient Rome and Greece. The time I have spent
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on the research and analysis of the text and its historical
backgroxind, along with an examination of the score and how
the text was integrated into the music, has been a thoughtful
approach that has helped to enable me to ensure a successful
perfomance of this interesting, challenging, and wonderful
work.

I believe that this work is a welcome addition to the
repertoire, and works well to add interest and balance to a
program of traditional offerings.
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SUMMARY
Researching the three works of Berr±iard Krol has been an
ixnitiensely interesting and quite gratifying experience for me.
One of the more interesting aspects of my research has been
discovering the similarities between the works. Another has
been the wide-ranging historical connections between the
music and the past. While deciding the direction that the
research was to take, I asked myself the question: "Where
have these tunes and text been before they appeared in the
Krol pieces?".

Regarding the writing for the horn, all three have lines that
move primarily stepwise or by 3rds, punctuated by a few wide
leaps. All have sections of quite intensely chromatic
passages. All utilize a wide range of dynamics. All three
explore most of the standard range of the horn. In short, the
horn writing shows a mastery of the technique of writing for
the horn; not all that surprising coming from an accomplished
professional homistl

Although Krol is specific with, his notation regarding style,
tempo, and articulation, many challenges are left for the
performer. Aiter examining the history and the interpretation
of these times by other composers, and creating a performing
analysis of each piece, I found many important performance
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decisions to be made, particularly regarding the shaping and
phrasing of the lines. In both Laudatio and "Miserere", the
performer must take great care to consider the pacing of the
works, and in the Horati "Toccata", the performer must study
the text and the form of the poetry in order to preserve and
to understand the composers intent.

All three works have extensive connections to the past, both
in regards to the musical past, and church and world history.
Although it is possible to overstate the point, to this
writer it was fascinating to discover and pursue as many of
the historical tangents as I could. The benefit to me as a
performer was and is great. In the preparation of a
performance of these works, and works I have yet to see, I
will no longer be confined to merely the notes. As I draw
upon centuries of history, I will and do recognize my
responsibility to know, to be aware of, and to consider the
origins and. history of a borrowed, txine.
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APPENDIX
Verse
4. satyrs: mythological creatures devoted to revelry,
men with some characteristics of goats,
comrades of Dionysius.
7. Liber: A Roman name equated with Bacchus or
Dionysius, meaning "the free one".
8. Thyrus: a pole decorated by vines and ribbons that
was carried by Bacchus and his followers.
10. Maenads: Dionysius's female followers.
13. "your blessed spouse's crown": Bacchus married
Ariadne, princess of Crete, as she was
recovering from a failed relationship with
Theseus. He transformed a crown give her by
Venus into a constellation. The story is
sxommarized by Ovid, Metamorphoses.
15. Pentheus: the regent of Thebes who opposes Bacchus
in Euripedes' Bacchae and who ends up being
dismembered by his mother and other women of
the city.
15. Lycurgus: a Thracian king who opposed
Bacchus • worship and was punished.
19. Bacchants: female worshippers of Bacchus, a synonym
for Maenads or Bacchae. Painted Greek vases
show them with snakes twined around their
heads or holding them as they dance.
24. Rhoetus: a giant, cast into Tartarus, the Greek teim
for the dark abode of woe, (oxir modem term,
''^HelL", perhaps?), by Zeus and the Olympians.
30. C&rberus: the three-headed watchdog of the
londerworld. Bacchus went to the land of the
dead to restore his mother.
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